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Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B  B  A- C   B    A-

#18 Wallen,William
Aug 16/91  LW 5.08  170

Gm. Rat. Type

B-  B    Sn

even +/-, 2 pim tonight for a d-zone hook, somehting he's done a bit more when he's keeping on his man lately.



was on for 1 PPG for, 1 PPGA tonight, in his brief time on PK.



getting a lot of shifts when team not killing penalties (8-5-6 by period).



Had at least 8 PP shifts, all on the point... part of mistake during SHGA... Faceoff in left side of Colts' zone to start 
PP, usually Gaunce switches to right point and Wallen takes the left - Gaunce stood at his usual spot on the left, and 
Wallen kind of kept shifting back and forth, circling, not sure of where his position should be (as he though he'd be on 
the left)... i dont know if he was afraid to communicate this w Gaunce (?)... Majors won faceoff, puck came out thru 
hole created by Wallen/Gaunce not being in right position on blueline for draw... Alex Hutchings immediately took 
loose puck up ice to score SHG against Majors.

Mississauga St. Michael's Majors

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B+ B  B  B   B+   B+

#11 Cizikas,Casey
Feb 27/91  C 5.10.25  190

Gm. Rat. Type

B   B+   CP

was -1 tonight, on for a PPGA and a SHGA, and a PPG for.



had a strong game, top line minutes in all situations. Reliable two way player, getting more slippery with the puck... 
quick wrister and hand eye, would like to see more finish though... can move with the puck, fluid through neutral 
zone... good positional centerman.



getting about 6-8 shifts per period.

Barrie Colts

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

A- A  B+ C+  B-   B+

#10 Hutchings,Alex
Nov 07/90  LW 5.10  184

Gm. Rat. Type

A   A-   Sn

Great game in a loss, seeing eye wrist shot. First goal from top of LW circle over Carozzis left glove hand was 
beautiful.



Second goal was very quick thinking and moving takeaway shorthanded - got behind both defenders, scored on 
breakaway, another nice goal.



was on for 3 GA (one was in PK situation), all 3 goals for.



2 goals, 1 assist, even +/- tonight. 3rd star of game.



Gets about 5-6 shifts per period. Used on PP and PK, very effective on both.



RH shot, played both point and LW on PP. Also played centre on PK and 4 on 4, seems comfortable at all 3 forward 
positions (and the PP point).



Shot had a magic touch tonight. Speedy, high end player. Energy. Will tear through league next year.

Mar 20/09       Barrie Colts 3  at Mississauga St. Michael's Majors 4      Terry Clarke

Amateur Game Report (OHL Playoffs)
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Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B- B- B- C-  B-   B-

#19 Mayer,Jordan
Aug 24/91  C 5.08.5  167

Gm. Rat. Type

B   C+   PM

fairly non descrpt game, was -1 ... 



getting 5-7 shifts per period, depending on game situation and special teams.. had a lot of PP time tonight, a scant 
amount of PK as well



looking better than earlier in the year strength wise and does get his goals and points, but not tonight.



coverd D Parlett well when Parlett blew a tire, preventing odd man rush.

Mar 20/09       Barrie Colts 3  at Mississauga St. Michael's Majors 4      Terry Clarke


